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ABOUT IPAC

The Institute of Public Administration of Canada 
(IPAC), founded in 1947, aims to advance excellence in 
Canada’s public sector. IPAC is a dynamic community 
composed of public servants from all orders of 
government, academics and students, the private 
sector, and others interested in public administration.

With a strong presence throughout Canada via our 19 
chapters, we create extensive knowledge networks and 
work closely with governments of all jurisdictions to 
promote quality public services and practices.

The Institute is a recognized leader in research, training, 
knowledge sharing and outreach including hosting 
a large number of conferences and events both 
regionally and nationally. We also harness the ideas 
presented at our prestigious events and publications 
to stimulate innovation and the creative exchange of 
ideas. As a registered charity, we are proud to offer 
services in both official languages.

Chair
Taran S. Wasson, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
Vice-Chair
Ursula Gobel, Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council
Director, Corporate Secretariat
Tara Chisholm, Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern 
Affairs Canada
Director, Finance
Brad Rebelo, Canada Revenue Agency
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Marianne Desrosiers, Canada Revenue Agency
Co-Directors, Events
Noah Pollak, Innovation, Science and Economic Development 
Canada 
Tatiana Ulloa, Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern 
Affairs Canada 
Director, Incite, New Professionals
Mathew Klie-Cribb, Natural Resources Canada
Director, Membership
Louis-Claude Harvey, Public Services and Procurement Canada
 

Director, Strategy
Paul Gaskin, Natural Resources Canada 
Directors-at-Large
Eric Champagne, University of Ottawa
Ashley Evans, Canada School of Public Service
Raphael Gave, Employment and Social Development Canada
Robert McLeary, Privy Council Office
Audrey Tong, Finance Canada
Anna Wong, Canada School of Public Service
Bojana Zizic, Public Prosecution Service of Canada
Scott Moon, Deloitte Canada
Student Representative(s)
Ihsen Keffala, École Nationale d’administration publique
Jayson Derow, Queen’s University
Samuel Macdonald, University of Ottawa
Christine Lee, Carleton University
Marie-Michelle Khouri, University of Ottawa
Fiona Purkiss, Queen’s University

Past Chair
Danielle Poulin, Public Health Agency of Canada

 

ABOUT IPAC-NCR

The National Capital Region 
(NCR) group is one of IPAC’s 
most active regional chapters. 
Located in Canada’s capital, the 

hub of governance, IPAC-NCR provides a unique 
perspective into the Canadian public service and 
machinery of government. We connect public servants 
and interested individuals from the Ottawa-Gatineau 
area with one another, and provide a neutral space 
to exchange ideas for the advancement of public 
administration. Moreover, we:

• Sustain a network for individuals working in public 
administration at all orders of government;

• Provide opportunities for speakers and interested 
individuals to showcase and discuss topical public 
administration issues;

• Host events, workshops and speaker series with all 
orders of government; and

• Work in collaboration with other partners in public 
administration.

THE 2018-2019 IPAC-NCR BOARD

Report design: Anna Stefanovici | Cover featured images: Anna Stefanovici (except center, Pixabay,com and top right, Goodfreephotos.com)

Translation: Jeanne Brassard, Jean-François Coty, Marianne Desrosiers and Maud Laporte-Roy | Financial information: Bradley Rebelo

Content: Thank you to all contributors who sent in event descriptions and images for the 2019 edition, and to all reviewers as well.
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The Institute of Public Administration of Canada
National Capital Region
Message from the Chair

It’s been an amazing first year! In June 2018, I was elected to lead IPAC-NCR and the 
year has flown by. As the new Chair, I had set out three priorities: 1) renewing the IPAC-
NCR Board of Directors (Board); 2) raising the bar at IPAC-NCR; and 3) running the 2020 
IPAC National Conference. 

1) Renewing the Board – I recruited a Board that is reflective of the NCR. Gender-
balanced and culturally, linguistically, religiously, disciplinarily diverse, the Board 
represents 13 federal organizations, academia and the private sector. There is a particular 
richness in gifted youth, both new professionals and students. The next phase will be to 
further enrich diversity by recruiting from unrepresented areas (e.g., municipalities).

2) Raising the bar – The Board decided on a 2018-19 theme, Governance in a Changing 
World: Trust and Leadership, to thread our activities. We had an active events calendar, 

with each event weaving the theme together and sparking thought-provoking discussions with seasoned 
and stimulating leaders. Also, we expanded the support that we provide to students, enhanced relations 
with academia, and broadened our partnerships with like-minded public sector organizations.

3) Running the 2020 Conference – Hosting a national IPAC conference is a major endeavour in which we 
made great strides. The Board decided on the theme for this event to be IPAC 2020: Shaping Futures. My  
Vice-Chair, Ursula Gobel, played a leadership role in advancing the preparations for the conference and 
building relationships with stakeholders. We recruited Gary Warnock, a recently retired federal Director with 
extensive experience in event planning, to Chair the conference planning committee.

It has been, and continues to be, a pleasure to work with a talented and dedicated Board and other 
volunteers who have been generous and passionate in advancing excellence in public administration. 
Altogether, we deliver value to our members and the broader community.

TARAN S. WASSON

Taran Wasson
IPAC-NCR Chair
Talent Manager, Canada’s Free Agents, 
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

On August 23, 2018, IPAC-NCR officials participated in a reception to welcome 
scholars of the African Leaders of Tomorrow Scholarship Program to Canada. The 
goal of the program is to support young African professionals to become leaders 
in public policy and administration through pursuing a Master’s degree in Canada. 
The reception was hosted by the Canadian Bureau of International Education 
in partnership with IPAC, the African Association of Public Administration and 
Management and the Canadian Association of Programs in Public Administration. 
Board officials also escorted the scholars on tours of Parliament Hill.

EXCITING COLLABORATION

AFRICAN LEADERS OF TOMORROW  •   AUG. 23•
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Organized by:
Noah Pollak

SEPTEMBER CINQ À SEPT

IPAC members and friends gathered at Les 3 Brasseurs pub for 
an evening of networking and refreshments to kick off the  
2018-2019 IPAC-NCR season. Taran S. Wasson, Chair of IPAC – 
NCR, announced our annual theme: Governance in a Changing 
World: Trust and Leadership. We were honoured to have 
Christiane Fox, Deputy Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs 
and Youth, Privy Council Office, as our first speaker of the year.  
Ms. Fox discussed how organizations like IPAC are important, 
especially in a changing world, as we provide a space for public 
servants to network, share ideas, and collaborate. The Deputy 
also shared how she relied on networks throughout her career 
and encouraged everyone in attendance to grow their own.

GOVERNANCE IN A CHANGING WORLD

IPAC-NCR partnered with Global Affairs Canada (GAC) and the 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
to deliver this event. It provided an opportunity to examine 
Canada’s leadership in addressing emerging global risks and 
opportunities that are playing out nationally and internationally 
amidst rapid scientific and technological advances, growing 
economic and social uncertainty, as well as environmental and 
security challenges. The event also coincided with the convening 
of 10 winners of the International Policy Ideas Challenge from 
across Canada, organized jointly by GAC and SSHRC. The panel 
was moderated by Jennifer Ditchburn, Editor-in-Chief of Policy 
Options, and featured the following speakers: 

• Mark Gwozdecky – Assistant Deputy Minister, International 
Security, Global Affairs Canada; 

• Umit Kiziltan – Director General, Immigration, Refugee and 
Citizenship Canada; 

• Mélanie Robert – Executive Director, Open Government and 
Services, Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat; 

• Nathan Spears – Doctoral candidate, University of Toronto.

IPAC 2018-2019: Detailed

Sep. 26

Organized by:
Ursula Gobel

Oct. 23

@FoxC8 

Amazing night and always inspired by this group!
Thanks for having me!
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IPAC-NCR 2018 HOLIDAY PARTY

IPAC members and friends gathered at Fox & Feather to celebrate 
the holiday season and enjoy the company of like-minded 
professionals. In classic IPAC-NCR style, the evening included a 
public administration themed trivia challenge.

BUILDING A CULTURE OF EMPOWERMENT WITHIN 
THE PUBLIC SERVICE

IPAC-NCR collaborated with Deloitte to host a memorable evening 
at the Rideau Club on the importance of building a culture of 
empowerment within the public service. Participants had the 
opportunity to hear directly from Nancy Chahwan, Chief Human 
Resources Officer (CHRO), Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat. The 
CHRO shared her career journey from her struggles to how she tries to 
empower others. Ms. Chahwan offered insights into what she is currently 
doing as the CHRO to strengthen culture. Guests were then treated to 
an interactive workshop to equip them with tools to influence change.

Organized by:
Tatiana Ulloa & 

Alexandre Leger

Dec. 10

Organized by:
Scott Moon,  

Julia Woolsey &  
Rebekka Bond

Jan. 24

@NancyChawhan
I look forward to an honest and bold discussion  
on #empowerment #inquiry #trust. Hope to  
see familiar and new faces @IPAC_NCR
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Public Administration Research Prize

On March 29, 2019, Samuel McDonald (IPAC-NCR Student Co-
Representative, uOttawa) presented MPA student Wendy Wang 
with the Public Administration Research Prize at the “Equality, 
Equity and Diversity in Politics and Public Administration” 
conference. For many years, a high-achieving graduate student 
from the University of Ottawa is selected to present their research 
to a jury so that they may become eligible for a national student 
prize delivered by IPAC. The recipient also participates in the 
annual IPAC national conference with all expenses paid for.

The Institute of Public Administration of Canada
The 72nd Annual IPAC National Conference

Gatineau, Quebec

IPAC-NCR is honoured to be hosting the 72nd annual IPAC National Conference next year.  
From August 16 to 19, 2020, 500+ participants from across Canada will join us at the Hilton Lac Leamy in 

Gatineau for three days of animated discussion, active learning, spirited speakers, and dynamic networking.  
The planning is well under way and the conference theme has been set: 

 IPAC 2020: SHAPING FUTURES.

We are now actively building our volunteer base to help design and deliver a high-calibre national 
conference worthy of Canada’s capital. But we will need more volunteers to make the event both a reality 

and a success.  Six committees are being established: 

• Program   • Communications   • Sponsorships   • Volunteers   • Logistics   • Finance 

Please volunteer now and help us host the best IPAC National Conference ever. 

Contact: ncr.ipac@gmail.com

THANK YOU TO
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QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY SPEED NETWORKING EVENT

In January 2019, the Queen’s University Master of Public Administration 
program held their annual IPAC mentoring and networking event.  There 
were approximately 20 students and ten mentors who participated at 
the Lieutenant’s Pump. The feedback received from all participants was 
overwhelmingly positive, many of whom said it was the highlight of their 
study trip to Ottawa. The students found the advice from mentors both 
interesting and practical. As many of them at the time were applying for 
public service positions, the tips on resume writing and interview prep 
were found to be of particular help. The organizers wish to thank, once 
more, all the IPAC mentors who participated in the networking event!

ENAP SPEED NETWORKING EVENT

IPAC-NCR hosted a successful speed-mentoring/networking 
event on March 7, 2019, with the École Nationale d’administration 
publique in Gatineau. This collaboration brought together 14 federal 
mentors of IPAC-NCR from across the federal public service to 
impart their wisdom with a group of 34 graduate students in public 
administration. The format allowed mentors to rotate from tables of 
two to four students, to talk about different career opportunities in 
the government, share their professional experiences, and discuss 
which skills and competencies are needed in the public service. 
Students learned about the different mechanisms through which 
they can join the public service, while mentors found this event a 
useful recruitment and career development tool.

Organized by:
Jayson Derow &

Fiona Purkiss

Jan. 31

Organized by:
Ihsen Keffala

Mar. 7
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UOTTAWA/CARLETON SPEED NETWORKING EVENT

In March 2019, Carleton University and the University of Ottawa student 
representatives organized a speed networking and mentoring event for students. The 
event was open to any student interested in meeting mentors from the public sector 
and learning from their experiences and career progressions. Mentors present had 
diverse backgrounds as they came from various departments and were working at all 
levels. This gave students a range of perspectives and allowed them to gather valuable 
insights into IPAC. The environment of the event was casual and welcoming, and the 
mentors were very approachable.

RENEWAL & LEADERSHIP

On March 26, 2019, three panelists shared their perspectives on renewal and 
leadership: 

• Amanda Clarke, Assistant Professor, Carleton University;

• Tim Pettipas, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, Privy Council Office;

•  Philippe Thompson, Assistant Deputy Minister, Innovation, Science, and 
Economic Development.

Ms. Clarke spoke about challenges that public administrators face in working 
to create a more open and digital government, and noted that digital is not 
some weird thing your IT shop does – it is central to how we serve. Mr. Pettipas 
shared the path forward on Beyond2020, the federal renewal agenda to make 
the public service more agile, inclusive, and better equipped – it is not about 
rules and policies, it is about mindsets and behaviours. Mr. Thompson talked 
about the importance of bringing positive mindsets to the job in order to drive 
change and the need for all public servants to be open to change.

Organized by:
Samuel McDonald &

Christine Lee

Mar. 21

Organized by:
Robert McLeary

Mar. 26

@TrendsOttawa
#ipacleadership is now  
trending in #Ottawa
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HACKING THE FUTURE OF GOVERNMENT THROUGH AI, 
ROBOTIC AND COGNITIVE AUTOMATION

AI, robotic and cognitive automation have quietly matured over the last 
decade. As the Government of Canada continues to experiment and adopt 
these technologies, there is an opportunity to explore how automation can 
help to tackle complex budgets, as well as labour and workload constraints 
affecting today’s public servants. Building robotic and cognitive automation 
capabilities can empower the public service to transition from being data 
gatherers – pulling, plugging, manipulating, and calculating information – to 
becoming data users – basing decisions on insights drawn from data.   
IPAC-NCR, in partnership with Deloitte, explored how automation 
technologies can enhance the Canadian public sector and the leadership 
required to empower public servants to embrace change. This event 
featured a distinguished panel:

• Marc Brouillard, Chief Technology Officer, Treasury Board of  
Canada Secretariat;

• Julie Leese, Chief Digital Officer, Transport Canada;

• Sandy Kyriakatos, Chief Data Officer, Employment and Social 
Development Canada.

NEW PUBLIC SERVANTS WORKSHOP

Held at the Ottawa Art Gallery, the theme of this year’s workshop was: Be the 
change, lead the change, and it aimed to leave participants inspired to drive positive 
change in their careers and take action within their organizations to better serve 
Canadians. Over 165 participants learned practical skills and were given tools and 
resources relating to personal and career development so that they can be actors of 
change in their own workplace. Participants learned to effectively and meaningfully 
engage in their organizations and excel in their careers. 
Keynote speakers Catherine Blewett (Deputy Clerk, Privy Council Office) and Alex 
Benay (Chief Information Officer, Government of Canada) offered impactful talks 
on leadership and change in the public sector. New professionals gained insights 
from experienced mid- and senior-level professionals, and learned how to positively 
brand their professional identity and communicate effectively. The workshop also 
included a panel on deciphering and embracing digital, a panel on actioning ethics 
for change, as well as multiple networking and mentorship opportunities.

Organized by:
Tatiana Ulloa,  
Scott Moon &  
Julia Woolsey

Apr. 17

Organized by:
Jeanne Brassard &

Audrey Tong

May 16

@DeputyClerk_GC
It was a joy to engage with public servants today at @IPAC_IAPC’s workshop.  
Thank you to everyone who attended! It’s a pleasure to be part of events that empower our public servants. #IPACChange
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Organized by:
Scott Moon

Jun. 4

Organized by:
Taran Wasson &

Noah Pollak

Jun. 5

FUTURE OF WORK

On June 4, 2019, IPAC-NCR and Deloitte partnered to host an 
event, The Future of Work in Government: Navigating a Shifting 
Talent Landscape, with Bill Eggers. As technology is evolving 
at an exponential rate, the public sector faces the challenge of 
reassessing the future needs of its work, workplace and workforce. 
Re-evaluating the way we think of our workforce is an opportunity to 
better prepare for a near future where technology occupies a bigger 
role in the public sector’s mechanics. Mr. Eggers spoke eloquently 
on his work with Deloitte’s Center for Government Insights and 
urged government to take action and not be left behind.

TRANSITION IN GOVERNMENT

On June 5, 2019, IPAC-NCR partnered with the Government Relations Institute 
of Canada to bring both memberships a non-partisan panel discussion on 
Transition in Government. This joint event aimed to provide a comprehensive 
examination on the planning, preparation, and delivery of a government 
transition, whether it be a transition between the same political party with a 
new mandate or an entirely new government. The hope was also that this event 
would support officials across the NCR with their transition related work. Vassy 
Kapelos, Host of CBC’s Power and Politics, moderated a spectacular panel of 
officials experienced with government transitions:

• Andrew Treusch - Retired federal Deputy Minister;

• Elizabeth Roscoe - Senior Vice-President and National Practice Leader in 
Public Affairs, Hill+Knowlton Strategies Canada;

• Paul Wilson - Associate Professor at the Riddell Graduate Program in 
Political Management, Carleton University;

• Andre Albinati - Managing Principal, Earnscliffe Strategy Group;

• Anne McGrath - Public Educator and Advocate.
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Annex: Financial Overview

The revenue for the 2018-2019 fiscal year decreased from $6,433 to $3,500. This was accompanied by a decrease in 
total expenses from $12,014 to $5,845. This resulted in a net loss of $2,345 for the fiscal year. IPAC-NCR has a net profit 
of $481 over the last three years despite having a net loss in each of the last two years. Please note that IPAC-NCR has 
yet to receive the annual membership reimbursement from IPAC National for 2017-18 and 2018-19.

Expenditure for the 2018-2019 fiscal year have been categorized by type to show where money is being spent. The 
largest expenditures include:

• Event-related expenditures (room rentals and hospitality) - 69%

• Annual report – 12%

• Event sponsorships – 9%

• Communications – 4%

• Other – 6%
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Financial Statement Comparison: FY 16/17 to FY 18/19

Total Revenue Total Expenses Net Income

Expenditure by Type (FY 2018-2019)

Event Expenditures ($4,038)

Annual Report ($702)

Sponsorships ($500)

Communications ($254)

Travel ($180)

Banking fees ($144)

Office Supplies ($27)


